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Subthreshold r0 photoproduction on 3He
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A large reduction of ther0 mass in the nuclear medium is reported, inferred from dipion photoproduction
spectra in the 1 GeV region, for the reaction3He(g,p1p2)X with a 10% duty factor tagged-photon beam and
the TAGX multiparticle spectrometer. The energy range spanned (800<Eg<1120 MeV) lies mostly below
the free-r0 production threshold, a region which is believed to be sensitive to modifications of light vector-
meson properties at nuclear-matter densities. The values of ther0 mass extracted from the Monte Carlo fitting
of the data weremr0* 5642640, 669632, and 682656 MeV/c2 for Eg in the 800–880, 880–960, and
960–1040 MeV regions, respectively. These values were independently corroborated in a qualitative fashion
by a measured, assumption-free, kinematical observable. This mass shift, far exceeding current mean-field-
driven theoretical predictions, may be suggestive of a nucleonic source of modification or of a bound state in
the nuclear mean field.@S0556-2813~99!01608-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hadronic dynamics has until recently been comprised
two nonoverlapping domains, distinctly separated along
lines of their respective description of matter as hadronic
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quark. On the low-energy side of the spectrum, matter
probed on a scale where pions and baryonic resonance
the relevant constituents. These have been rather succes
employed by quasiphenomenological models in provid
prescriptions for free and in-medium hadronic interactio
At the higher-energy end, far above energies typical of ba
onic resonances, quark degrees of freedom become ac
sible and matter tends asymptotically towards quark-glu
plasma. In this regime, described by perturbative QC
quarks become deconfined and chiral symmetry is restor

Although the origin of quark confinement is not known,
is evident that, whatever the reasons, it must induce spo
neous breaking of chiral symmetry@1#. The two phenomena
are therefore linked and in the limit of chiral symmetry re
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toration, as quark masses tend to zero, vector-meson ma
and widths are also expected to change@2#. The transition
from hadronic to quark matter and the effect of increas
the density and temperature on the properties of light ve
mesons have been addressed in the context of QCD
rules@3# as well as effective Lagrangians@4#. In particular, a
temperature- and density-dependent lowering of ther0 mass
is regarded as a precursor of the chiral phase transition,
pected to be measurable even at normal nuclear density@5#.
Thus, the energy region from hadronic phenomenology
the domain of perturbative QCD has come to the foregrou
as the study of vector-meson property modifications in t
range appears to hold the key to understanding the me
nism of chiral symmetry restoration.

The recent advent of high-duty-cycle photon beams,
the one hand, and high-resolution dilepton spectrometers
the other, have opened up the possibility of reconciliat
between the hadronic and quark depictions of matter. H
ronic probes coupled with hadron spectrometers had b
extensively used in the past for energies up to theD reso-
nance, but higher up, where multipion production chann
increasingly dominate, the combination becomes rap
cumbersome due to medium distortions from initial and fi
state interactions. For the study of the vector mesons
couple to multipion states, the photon is ideally suited. F
this reason, we have chosen a tagged-photon beam for
investigation. This paper is a followup to our earlier pu
lished results@6#, and provides additional details on the e
periment as well as results of an improved analysis.

A. Relativistic heavy-ion results

The quest to delineate the vector-meson field in
nuclear medium has generated activity in a variety of fiel
At relativistic energies, under extreme conditions of te
perature and density, the quest for signs of a phase trans
from hadronic matter to quark-gluon plasma is at the hear
experimental programs using heavy-ion beams~e.g., at
CERN, GSI, and RHIC! and dilepton spectrometers. A seri
of pioneering studies from the CERES, HELIOS-3, a
NA50 Collaborations at SPS/CERN, with central S1Au,
S1W, Pb1Au, and Pb1Pb collisions, have largely been in
terpreted as indicative of a downward shift of ther0 mass in
the nuclear medium@7,8#. The invariant mass spectra fo
dilepton production that have been measured in these ex
ments, when compared with the respectivep-A spectra,
show a large enhancement at low-invariant-mass regi
The excess dileptons are thought to originate from the de
of mesonic resonances produced inp1p2 annihilation and,
in the mass region 0.2,ml 1 l 2,0.5 GeV/c2, the models ad-
vocating vector-meson medium modifications attribute
enhancement to the decay of ther0 meson with a downward
shifted mass@9,10#. In another approach, an explanation
terms of conventional phenomenologicalr0-meson medium
modifications is also consistent with the CERN data@11–13#.
In this more conservative approach, ther0 spectral function
below 0.6 GeV/c2 in dilepton invariant mass is appreciab
enhanced from the contributions of ‘‘rhosobar’’-type excit
tions such as theDN21, N* (1720)N21, andD* (1905)N21,
02520
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a consequence of the strong coupling of ther0 meson with
p1p2 states in the nuclear medium.

Another theoretical model, which combines chiral SU~3!
dynamics with vector-meson dominance in an effective L
grangian, has shown that chiral restoration does not dem
a drastic reduction of vector-meson masses in the nuc
medium @14#. This model, in qualitative agreement wit
hadronic-phenomenological work@11,13#, predicts a sub-
stantial enhancement of ther0 spectral density below the
nominal resonance mass, with only a marginal mass red
tion. Moreover, an interpretation of the CERES data as
outcome of either medium-modified hadronic interactions
interactions of dissociated quarks in the quark-gluon ph
yields consistent results in the framework of Ref.@14#, lead-
ing to the conjecture that both the hadronic and quark-glu
phases must be present@14#. The latter conclusion is also
drawn by a synthesis of the mass-scaling@5# and hadronic-
phenomenological@13# models, leading to the prediction tha
dynamical-hadronic effects that are dominant up to ab
nuclear density, mainly via the highly collectiv
N* (1520)N21 state, gradually give way tor0-meson mass
scaling as the quark degrees of freedom become increas
relevant.

Other less directly related experimental conjectures
medium modifications of ther0 mass have been deduce
from an anomalousJ/c suppression, reported by the NA5
Collaboration for Pb1Pb collisions@15#, enhanced K1-12C
scattering cross sections@16#, and an IUCF experiment o
polarized proton scattering on28Si, though in the latter the
medium renormalization of ther0 mass required for agree
ment with the data is inconsistent for different observab
measured in the same experiment@17#.

In summary, the experimental results discussed so far
inconclusive with regard to the magnitude of ther0-meson
medium mass modification, and underline the limitations
countered in complex processes, where the probe inter
with nuclear matter via the strong interaction and the chan
being investigated may not be disentangled from conv
tional medium effects.

B. Electromagnetic probe results

These difficulties are largely overcome with the use
photons, which do not suffer from initial state interaction
The availability of high-flux photon beams, which have com
pensated for the low interaction cross sections with nuc
matter, complemented by wide-angle multiparticle spectro
eters, has made possible a new generation of experimen
the Eg;1 GeV region, matter is probed at short distanc
(<1 fm), which is at the gateway of the energy range wh
vector-meson properties are expected to undergo modi
tions. In this domain, baryons and mesons are still the
evant constituents for the description of matter, yet th
quark content becomes increasingly manifest, a fact whic
reflected in QCD-inspired phenomenological models@18,19#.
The r0 meson is the best candidate among the light vec
mesonsr0,6, v, andw as a probe of medium modifications
since, due to its short lifetime and decay length~1.3 fm!, a
large portion ofr0 mesons produced on nuclei will decay
the medium.
3-2
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For effective measurements with photons in the 1 G
region, kinematically complete experiments are requir
which in turn necessitate the use of high-duty-cycle tagg
photon beams and large-acceptance multiparticle spect
eters. These requirements were met by the TAGX dete
@20# at the Institute for Nuclear Study~INS!, where the
TAGX Collaboration has completed a series of experime
on the 3He(g,p1p2)X reaction with a 10%-duty-cycle
tagged-photon beam. First, a lower-energy experiment (
<Eg<700 MeV) measured the single- and double-D con-
tributions to p1p2 production @21#. Having established
these important non-r0 dipion processes, the kinematics
the 3He(g,p1p2)X reaction were investigated in the rang
800<Eg<1120 MeV, aiming at ther0→p1p2 channel.

Coherentr0-meson photoproduction on nuclei is chara
terized by small four-momentum transfers, resulting inr0

mesons which mostly decay outside of the nucleus@22# and
are of limited utility in probing vector-meson medium mod
fications. The 800<Eg<1120 MeV region in this experi-
ment was in fact chosen in order to largely suppress
process, which has a threshold ofEg'1083 MeV. On the
other hand, for a nominalr0 mass of 770 MeV/c2, quasifree
r0 photoproduction is dominated by theg1N→r01N8 re-
action in the nuclear medium, and this process is relevan
the energy region of interest. For a3He target, the energy
threshold of this process isEg'873 MeV, whereas the 108
MeV energy threshold of the elementaryr0 photoproduction
reaction on a nucleon is lowered for the quasifree channe
the nuclear medium, as the Fermi momentum of the str
nucleon may be utilized to bring ther0 meson on shell.

Quasifree subthreshold photoproduction (Eg,1.083
GeV) on the one hand warrants that the interaction to
place in the interior of the nucleus, since the nucleon Fe
momentum is required to produce ther0, and, on the other
hand, produces slowerr0 mesons, also more likely to deca
inside the nucleus. Moreover, this process can be inve
gated for two different final states, depending on whether
target nucleus remains bound in the final state~exclusive-
quasifree channel! or decomposes to its constituent nucleo
~breakup-quasifree channel!. Both channels producer0 me-
sons which are slow relative to the struck object and m
travel distances shorter than the nucleonic radius before
caying~Sec. V B!. Thus, large densities in the interior of th
nucleon may become accessible, amounting to a nucle
medium effect, although a boundr0 decaying within the
nucleus may also result in the breakup of the nucleus e
though the primary interaction is mean-field driven. It shou
be emphasized here that a nucleonic medium effect may
include the formation of a ‘‘rhosobar’’ state, which clear
involves the excitation of a nucleon to that state. In the d
subthreshold region, and for large momentum transfers to
target nucleus, the coherent and exclusive-quasifree chan
are suppressed, and the breakup-quasifree process bec
dominant. It is this region that motivated the 800<Eg
<1120 MeV r0 photoproduction experiment.

The aim of the experiment being as stated above,
choice of 3He as the target becomes almost ideal. The l
photon energies utilized to induce subthreshold photoprod
tion result in slowr0 mesons with a small Lorentz boost, an
02520
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therefore a large probability for decay within the nucle
volume. Thus, in the case of the exclusive channel, a la
nuclear radius is not necessary, and the larger nuclear de
of a heavier target is predicted to have only a margina
enhanced effect on ther0 meson mass@19#. Furthermore, if
the breakup process is dominated by the nucleonic field,
size of the target nucleus is largely irrelevant. Finally, t
3He target is the lightest nucleus where a nuclear med
effect may be discernible, without the complexity of ove
whelming final state interactions~FSI’s!.

Ther0 detection is further aided by the inherent select
ity of the TAGX spectrometer~Sec. II B! to small-angle
emission, for the primary reactions, leading to coplan
p1p2 processes@20#. This is due to the limited out-of-plane
acceptance of the spectrometer, which preferentially sel
the r0→p1p2 channel, at the expense of two-step pr
cesses~e.g., FSI’s! and uncorrelatedp1p2 production at
distinct reaction vertices, the latter accounting for the maj
ity of non-r0 background events~Sec. IV A!. This favorable
feature of the spectrometer promotes an otherwise sm
component of the total amplitude, namely, the subthresh
breakup channel, to a sizable experimental signal.

The mass of ther0 meson in the nuclear medium wa
extracted from the dipion spectra of the 800<Eg
<1120 MeV experiment with the aid of Monte Carlo~MC!
simulations@6#. The reported mass shift was far larger th
the predictions of any mean-field driven model pertaining
the exclusive process for3He @19#; a calculation based on
QHD assuming a deep scalar potential yielding ar0-3He
bound state, on the other hand, produced much better ag
ment @23#. Along similar lines, another theoretical work i
Ref. @24# argues that the explicit inclusion of the tensor co
pling of ther meson to the nucleon results in a large redu
tion of ther0 mass, in general agreement with the obser
tions of Refs.@6,25#.

The result of Ref.@6# led to a reanalysis of the lower
energy measurements@21# including ther0→p1p2 channel
and allowing for r0 production with a shifted mass. Th
outcome of this reanalysis was an even larger shift@25#,
possibly indicating a mechanism other than those previou
considered. A nucleonic medium effect, as sketched ear
may be consistent with a larger0-mass reduction, although
theoretical model has yet to be fully developed for3He
@26,27#.

Though more work is needed to firmly establish and b
ter understand these results@28#, the 3He(g,p1p2)X ex-
periment for photon energies in the range 800<Eg
<1120 MeV constitutes the first direct measurement of
r0 mass in the nuclear medium. In this paper, a new a
more thorough analysis is presented, including the first dir
evidence of the characteristicJ51 signature of ther0 meson
decay in the subthreshold region, as well as refinement
the simulations and fitting procedure, relative to the analy
of Refs.@6,21,25#, leading to higher confidence in the extra
tion of the in-mediumr0 mass.

The paper is organized in six sections. In Sec. II, t
experimental setup and the calibration procedure are
viewed. In Sec. III the data-analysis algorithm is outlined
conjunction with the experimental aspects of Sec. II. Sect
3-3
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IV focuses on the MC techniques and the fitting of the da
leading to the extraction of the mass shift. In Sec. V the d
are compared with the MC calculations, and ther0-mass
shifts are discussed. Finally, the conclusions are presente
Sec. VI.

II. APPARATUS

The INS tagged photon beam and the TAGX spectrom
~Fig. 1! @20#, the new straw drift chamber@29#, and different
aspects of the data-analysis procedure@20,21# have all been
described in detail elsewhere, where the reader is referre
a more extensive discussion. In this section, a brief overv
of the experimental apparatus is provided, as it applies
the 3He(g,p1p2)X measurements, stressing the eleme
that were either introduced for the first time in this expe
ment, or that are important for the data analysis.

A. Photon beam and 3He target

The photon beam is produced utilizing the 1.3 GeV T
kyo Electron Synchrotron. A series of innovative technic
improvements led, in 1987, to the upgrading of the pho
beam to one of medium-duty cycle. In the present exp
ment, the end-point electron energyEs is 1.22 GeV at an
average 10% duty factor, corresponding to a 5 msextraction
time. The instantaneous energy of the extracted electrons
a sinusoidal dependence, and it is known by measuring
extraction time. The extracted electrons are directed vi

FIG. 1. Components of the TAGX spectrometer: Radially o
wards from the target vessel at the center are seen the IH, S

CDC, and OH. The TAGX coordinate frame has thex̂ axis pointing

in the direction of the photon beam, and theẑ axis pointing outward
from the page in the direction of the 0.5 T magnetic field of t
dipole analyzer magnet. Veto counters~not shown in the figure! are
positioned along the OH arms in thexy plane, fore1e2-pair rejec-
tion, mainly at forward angles.
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beamline onto a thin platinum radiator where bremsstrahl
photons are produced, while the scattered electrons are
away from the beam by a rectangular analyzer magne
1.17 T. The magnet settings of the extraction beamline v
sinusoidally in time, in phase with theEs energy. An array
of 32 scintillator electron-tagging counters, each w
a 10 MeV/c momentum acceptance, detect the scatte
electrons. The position of the tagger registering the scatte
electron determines its energy and, consequently, that of
bremsstrahlung photon asEg5Ee2Ee8 with DEg
;65 MeV accuracy. A second set of 8 backing tagge
participates in the coincidence triggering signal, along w
the 32 frontal ones, and is discussed in the following sect
The tagged photon intensity was maintained at an averag
;3.53105 g/s, well within the tolerance of the data acqu
sition system for accidental triggers. The photons, distribu
over a beam spot of;2 cm in diameter, are subsequent
incident on a liquid3He target. The target is at a temperatu
of 1.98660.001 K, corresponding to a 0.0786 g/cm3 den-
sity, and is contained in a cylindrical vessel 90 mm in heig
and 50 mm in diameter at the center of the TAGX spectro
eter @30#.

The tagger hits are related to the photon flux incide
upon the target after efficiency corrections. In particular, d
to the collimation of the photon beam downstream from
taggers, some of the tagged photons do not reach the ta
To determine the tagging efficiency, and consequently
photon flux, a lead-glass C˘ erenkov counter is placed in th
photon beam, with reduced flux, downstream from the tar
and the tagger scalers are periodically recorded both w
and without the platinum radiator in place. The efficiency p
tagger counter is determined by the relation

h ıP[1,32]5
@C̆•Tı# in2@C̆•Tı#out2@C̆acc•Tı# in

Tı in
2Tıout

, ~1!

whereTı is the scalar count for each of the frontal tagge
The term@C̆•Tı#out corresponds to the coincidences betwe
a tagger-counter and a lead-glass C˘ erenkov hit from a spuri-
ous photon not originating from the platinum radiator, a

@C̆acc•Tı# in is the number of accidental coincidences w
the radiator in place, but with the C˘ erenkov hit registering
with a delay of the order of 100 ns with respect to the tag
counter signal. These two terms turn out to be negligi
relative to the term@C̆•Tı# in in Eq. ~1!, which gives the
efficiency-corrected number of tagged photons per tag
reaching the target as

NıP[1,32]5h ıTı inS 12
Tıout

Tı in
D . ~2!

The efficienciesh ı and radiator out/in ratiosRı5Tıout
/Tı in

for the 32 frontal taggers are recorded in a number of de
cated runs, in regular intervals throughout the experime
and they are used, along with Eq.~2!, in the empty-target
background subtraction procedure applied to the meas
spectra~see Sec. III!.

-
C,
3-4
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B. Spectrometer

The TAGX spectrometer has an acceptance ofp sr for
charged particles~neutral-particle detection was not utilize
in the present experiment!, and has been in use at INS sin
1987. It consists of several layers of detector elements~Fig.
1! positioned radially outwards from the target vessel, wh
is located at the center of the 0.5 T field of a dipole analy
magnet.

Directly surrounding the target container is the inner h
doscope ~IH!, made up of two sets of six scintillato
counters, one on each side of the beam. The IH is used in
trigger, as well as in measuring the time of flight~TOF! of
the outgoing particles@20,29#. As it is placed inside a strong
magnetic field, the light signal is carried by optical fibers
the photomultiplier tubes, which are located at the fringes
the magnetic field two meters away.

Next is the straw drift chamber~SDC!, operating since
1994 and installed expressly for the measurement of ther0

mass in3He, with the objective of improving the momentu
resolution for the detection of ther0→p1p2 decay channe
@29#. The SDC consists of two semicircular cylindrical se
tions, each containing four layers of vertical cells. T
‘‘straw’’ cells have tube-shaped cathodes which induce a
dial electric field, and consequently have a regular field d
nition and high position resolution (;150 mm). The SDC
was designed to preserve thep-sr large acceptance prior t
its installation, to not impose extensive modifications of t
spectrometer, and to not induce significant energy losse
traversing particles by keeping its thickness to minimu
The installation of the SDC required, nonetheless, the
placement of the IH from an earlier set of scintillators w
the one described above.

Surrounding the SDC are two semicircular cylindric
drift chambers~CDC’s! subtending angles from 15° to 165
on both sides of the beamline in the horizontal plane, a
618.3° in vertical out-of-plane angles. Each CDC is co
posed of 12 concentric layers of drift cells, yielding
;250–300 mm horizontal and 1.5 cm vertical resolutio
Together with the SDC, they are used to determine the pla
momentum and emission angle of the charged particles
versing them, and the vertex position of trajectory crossin

The outer set of 33 scintillator elements comes next, se
ing as the outer hodoscope~OH!, with photomultiplier tubes
~PMT’s! attached at both ends to help determine the tr
angle relative to the median plane. The two sets of ho
scopes, IH and OH, measure the TOF corresponding to
tracked trajectories.

Other components of the TAGX spectrometer inclu
four sets of 155 mm350 mm35 mm counters with a pri-
mary function to veto e1e2 background. These vet
counters are positioned along the OH arms in the med
plane, and eliminate charged-particle tracks register
within Dz562.5 mm, mostly affecting forward-focuse
e1e2 pairs produced copiously downstream from the targ
but having a small effect onp1p2 events.

C. Data acquisition and calibration

The channel of interest beingp1p2 production from the
decay of ther0 meson, two-charged-particle coincidences
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opposite sides of the beam axis were required of the trig
Two levels of triggering are implemented in order to op
mize the data acquisition electronics. The pretrigger

PT5IH L IH R(
ı51

8

TAGıback
3EM front ~3!

is generated within 100 ns from the occurrence of an ev
A coincidence of a left and right IH hit with a backing tagg
hit is required, and not rejected by the forwarde1e2 veto
counters. The main trigger

MT5PT OHL OHR(
ı51

32

TAGı front
3 inhibit ~4!

requires the coincidence of the pretrigger with a left and ri
OH hit and a forward tagger hit, not rejected by the compu
inhibit signal. A window of 400 ns is available between th
PT and theMT, after which the CAMAC is cleared for the
nextPT. Typical counting rates are 2 kHz and 30 Hz for th
PT andMT, respectively.

The calibration of the scintillation counters and the CD
and SDC have been the subject of extensive ef
@20,29,31#. More recently, a series of modifications impl
mented in the track fitting algorithms has resulted in sign
cant improvements, mainly in the planar-momentum reso
tion @32#. It is the tracking that is discussed next.

The CDC consists of four groups of three-wire laye
~Fig. 1!. The last layer of wires for each group was intend
for charge division readout and had not been employed in
past@20#. Instead, hits from the eight remaining CDC laye
were used for the reconstruction of the planar moment
pxy , emission angleusc , and vertex position~see also Sec
III B !. This earlier eight-layer tracking procedure did not i
corporate the SDC information either, thus resulting al
gether in a less-than-optimal momentum resolution. Si
longer effective lengths of reconstructed tracks result
higher-quality fits, however, time-to-digital converte
~TDC’s! from the last layer of wires of the fourth group hav
been implemented for the first time in the present analy
Furthermore, the SDC data have also been used for the
time, a combination which yields an overall improvement
the planar momentum resolution estimated to bespxy

/pxy

50.0892pxy10.0057, compared withspxy
/pxy50.1150pxy

10.0078 from the eight-layer CDC analysis@32#. For a par-
ticle of pxy5300 MeV/c, this amounts to a 40% improve
ment in the planar momentum resolution. The correspond
improvement in the vertex position is reflected in Fig. 2, a
has allowed for more stringent tests in the selection of tw
track events which originate from the target area. A min
improvement has also been noted in the emission angle r
lution, which stays relatively constant atsw;0.3° through-
out the range of typical planar momenta 100 MeV/c<pxy
<500 MeV/c @32#.

The steps involved in the tracking of trajectories throu
the SDC and CDC may be summarized in the following: T
CDC TDC’s operate in ‘‘common-stop’’ mode, with the sta
determined from each CDC sense wire and the stop from
3-5
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IH @20#. The CDC drift times are first corrected by the co
responding TDC timing offsets. The drift-length to drift-tim
relation is determined next, per layer of CDC wires, as
fifth-order polynomial. This is an iterative process, where
initial set of parameters is used to reconstruct a sample
well-defined high-momentum tracks. The reconstructed
jectories yield a new set of parameters, and the procedu
repeated until the convergence condition is reached, nam
that the residual root mean square~RRMS! improvement
over the final two cycles is no better than 0.5%.

Once a CDC track has been reconstructed, a similar
cedure is followed for the SDC, where first the TDC timin
offset is determined, and subsequently a SDC length-to-t
relationship is extracted. This accomplished, ‘‘best’’ SD
tracks are identified, which qualify as candidate extensi
of a selected CDC track. Typically, two to four SDC trac
are selected as possible extensions of a reconstructed
track when all four SDC layers have registered a hit, to
maximum of eight candidate tracks if one SDC layer
missed. The SDC tracks are approximated by straight-
segments, since the error in the position of even the slow
particles which may be expected to result in valid two-tra
events is within the 150mm tolerance of the SDC. Finally
the SDC candidates are matched with the CDC reconstru
track, by requiring the minimal CDC1 SDC RRMS of the
combined track.

The obtained TOF resolutions t is better than 380 ps@20#.
The TOF is used for particle identification, as well as for t
determination of the particles’ OH position~along theẑ axis
in the TAGX frame as shown in Fig. 1!.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

The data presented in this report were collected in t
periods, with3He- and empty-target measurements in ea
The superior quality of the photon beam, and a longer r

FIG. 2. The vertex position is plotted, reconstructed from
eight-layer CDC data only~left panel!, and from the nine-layer
CDC and SDC data~right panel!, for a set of empty-target run
@32#. The evident improvement in the resolution is discussed in
text. The components of the target vessel, visible in the figure, h
been discussed elsewhere@29,30#. The inner ring corresponds to th
Mylar wall containing the liquid3He target, a cylinder 50 mm in
diameter. A circle indicating the position of the target container
been drawn, centered at (x,y)5(2.8 mm,21.5 mm) in the TAGX
coordinate frame.
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ning period, resulted in better statistics and a higher ratio
p1p2 to accidental triggers for the second phase. This
reflected in the tagger efficiencies and radiator out/in rat
defined in Eq.~2!, which during the later part of the exper
ment were generally improved. A total of 16,366p1p2

events have been identified from the analysis of two-tra
events, comprising 73% of the total number of reconstruc
events, the remaining being of three~23%! or more tracks
(,4%). With the extraction of thep1p2 yield Y, the total
cross sectionsT is determined from the relation

sT5
Y

NTNghp1p2hdaq
, ~5!

whereNT (nuclei/cm2) is the 3He target density seen by th
photon beam, andNg is the incident photon flux. The effi
ciencieshdaqandhp1p2 account for the data-acquisition liv
time andp1p2 detection efficiencies. The latter, which is
the range of 2.7–6.8 % for ther0 channels, is determined b
dedicated MC routines and is reaction-channel specific~see
Ref. @20#!.

A. Empty target background

In Sec. II A, the extraction of the tagger efficiencies a
the normalization of the tagger scalers to reflect the num
of photons incident on the target were discussed. These
utilized in determining the appropriate factor by whic
empty-target spectra are scaled prior to their subtraction f
the corresponding3He-target spectra, for the removal of ta
get background counts. The procedure is briefly summari
in the following steps.

At regular intervals throughout each of the3He-target and
empty-target running periods, the lead-glass C˘ erenkov
counter is employed in dedicated reference runs to determ
the quantitiesh ı andRı , as described in Sec. II A. The tota
number of photons incident on the target per experimen
extracted as the sum of the raw scaler countsTı , recorded
for each run, corrected by the efficiency and out/in ratios
that run, according to Eq.~2!, and weighted by the normal
ized energy distribution of the scattered electrons. In parti
lar, h ı andRı for each run are calculated from the corr
sponding quantities of the reference runs, on the assump
that they vary linearly with the raw scaler counts accum
lated between runs. The ratios of photon fluxes between e
3He-target and its corresponding empty-target experim
yield the scaling factors by which the latter are normaliz
prior to subtraction from the former. Thex-coordinate spec-
trum of the two-pion crossing vertex after background su
traction, indicative of the accuracy of this procedure,
shown in Fig. 3.

B. Experimental observables

The calibration procedure, discussed in Sec. II C, allo
the extraction of the planar momentumpxy , the polar emis-
sion angle in the median planew, the planar trajectory length
l xy from the SDC1CDC particle tracking, and the time o
flight and z coordinate~OH position! from the IH and OH
scintillators:

e
ve

s
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t5
1

2
~ tOH

up 1tOH
down!2t IH ,

z5
1

2
~ tOH

down2tOH
up !veff . ~6!

The up-down indices correspond to the timing measurem
at the two ends of the OH, andveff is the effective light
transmission velocity in the scintillator material. These yie
the primary observables~Figs. 4 and 5!

udip5tan21S z

l xy
D ,

p5pxy /cosudip ,

l 5 l xy /cosudip ,

b5 l /ct,

m5p/bgc,

usc5cos21S cosw
pxy

p D , ~7!

where udip is the out-of-plane dip angle,p and l the total
momentum amplitude and three-dimensional traject
length, andusc the scattering angle with respect to the in
dent beam~Fig. 5!. A left-right asymmetry noted in the sca
tering angleusc spectrum@Fig. 5~d!# has been reproduced i
the MC simulations.

A coincidence of two charged particles, one on either s
of the photon beam, signifies the occurrence of an ev
~Sec. II C!. A series of tests and cuts in the data set sub
quently eliminates all but thep1p2 pairs. In particular, first

FIG. 3. Thex coordinate of the vertex position after backgrou
subtraction is shown, along with the target-vessel walls indicate
lines. Onlyp1p2 events from this target region are considered
the analysis.
02520
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the time-of-flight versus planar momentum spectra are u
for particle identification@~PID!, Fig. 4#. The great majority
of events including a proton ore6 are thus discarded. Cut
on the tagger TDC spectra reject events induced by spur
photons, not corresponding in timing with the beam pul
Last, pairs with low-confidence tracks~large RRMS! or
whose vertex falls outside the target area~Fig. 2! are elimi-

as FIG. 4. The TOF-vs-planar momentum spectra, displaying p
ton ~upper-most!, p6 ~in the box cuts!, and e6 ~adjacent to the
pxy50 axis! bands, are used for particle identification. The sign
the momentum corresponds to the charge of the particles.

FIG. 5. Some of the kinematical observables forp1p2 events,
described in the text, are shown. The sign of the momentum co
sponds to the pionic charge. The sign of the scattering angleusc

depends on whether the track registered to the left (.0) or right
(,0) of the beam~see Fig. 1!.
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nated, thus completing a first-level selection based on
rectly measured observables.

For the two-track events that have cleared the tests ab
and have been identified asp1p2, additional kinematical
observables are calculated. At this stage, the few surviv
two-track events involving a proton ore6 that had been pre
viously misidentified asp1p2 by the PID cuts are elimi-
nated as well. The calculated observables include the dip
invariant massmp1p2, the laboratory production angle o
the dipion systemQ IM , the missing massmmiss and momen-
tum pmiss, thep1-p2 laboratory opening angleqp1p2, and
the p1 production angle in the dipion center of massup1* ,
employed as variables in the MC fitting procedure~Sec. IV!.

Among these observables, the production angle for ei
one of the two pions in the dipion center-of-mass frame,
example,up1* , is a unique experimental observable whi
points to the presence of ther0 production channel wel
below the nominal threshold energy. This is accomplish
without the aid of simulations or assumptions, and is d
cussed in the next section.

C. J51 signature of ther0

Among the dominant production channels participating
p1p2 photoproduction in theEg;1 GeV region ~Sec.
IV A !, only the r0→p1p2 channel results in two pion
being produced at a single reaction vertex with the cha
teristicJ51 angular correlation from the decay of ther0. In
the dipion center-of-mass~c.m.! frame, this translates into
cos2 up1* distribution, whereup1* is thep1 production angle
with respect to the dipion momentum, the direction defin
by the latter in the laboratory frame. This technique, ofr0

identification via the study ofup1* , has been extensivel
used in many previous analyses~e.g., Refs.@34,35#!, and the
up1* spectrum is expected to be well described asA

1B cos2 up1* in the vicinity of the dipion invariant mass cor
responding to ther0 meson mass, where ther0→p1p2

amplitude peaks. In other words, this angular distribution
expected to be symmetric around cos2 up1* 50, on the as-
sumption of a slowly varyingp1p2 background interfering
with ther0 amplitude. Away from ther0 mass, the resonan
amplitude vanishes and the background processes dictat
shape of the spectra@33#. This implies that, above and belo
the r0-meson mass, the angular distribution is expected
follow a quasi-isotropic shape due either to the uncorrela
pions produced at two or more reaction vertices, this be
the case for the majority of the participating background p
cesses, or froms-wave correlated pions, possibly resultin
from the decay of thes meson~Sec. IV A!.

Furthermore, ther0→p1p2 channel is the only one
which results in back-to-back emission of two pions in t
dipion c.m. frame. The low Lorentz boost of the dipion c.
frame, in turn, preserves this large opening angle, betw
the p1 and thep2, in the laboratory frame of reference
Thus, in the examination ofup1* only a single cut was ap
plied to the data, as determined from the MC simulatio
which eliminated thosep1p2 events with too small a labo
ratory opening angle to have been the outcome of back
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back emission in the dipion c.m. frame~see Sec. IV B!. This
cut affects only events from background processes, ther
boosting ther0→p1p2 amplitude relative to the back
ground ~Fig. 6!. As such,up1* is a model-independent ob
servable, free of any assumptions about the process be
each event.

The p1p2 events in the range of 400–800 MeV/c2 in
dipion invariant mass have been divided into fo
100 MeV/c2 bins, which is the finest binning allowed by th
data statistics. The 500–600 and 600–700 MeV/c2 regions
@Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!# clearly demonstrate theJ51 fingerprint
of large opening angle pion pairs resulting from t
r0-meson decay. The deviation from cos2 up1* toward61 is
reproduced in MC simulations of ther0→p1p2 process,
and it is shown to be the effect of the TAGX detection ef
ciency, stemming from the two-track detection requirem
and acceptance restrictions in the forward and backward
rections where the photon beam precludes CDC and S
coverage~see Sec. IV B and Fig. 7!. Ther0→p1p2 ampli-
tude, over the 500–700 MeV/c2 range, points to a substan
tially reducedr0 massbeyondthe trivial apparent lowering,
which is the artifact of probing the lower tail of ther0 mass
distribution with low-energy photons~Sec. V B!.

IV. SIMULATIONS

The MC simulations constitute an integral part of the d
analysis by determining the process-dependent detection
ficiencies of the spectrometer, guiding the assignment of
weight to each of the contributing production mechanism
and, ultimately, leading to the extraction of the mediu
modifiedr0 mass. The steps involved in the simulations a
fitting algorithm can be outlined as follows.

FIG. 6. The cosup1* distribution captures theJ51 signature of
the r0→p1p2 decay. Panels~b! and ~c! display the A
1B cos2 up1* dependence~dashed curve!, expected on the basis o
the J51 angular momentum, and the deviation towards61 is due
to the spectrometer acceptance.
3-8
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~a! Eleven individual p1p2 production channels ar
coded into MC generators~Sec. IV A!. These 11 processe
are considered to account for the fullp1p2 photoproduction
yield in theg13He reaction. Twelve distributions of six ki
nematical observables, with cuts aiming to separate
bound 3He from the dissociatedppn final state, are simu-
lated for each production channel and each of fourDEg en-
ergy bins ~Sec. IV B!. The analysis of the MC events i
identical to that of the experimental data, and yields
process-dependent spectrometer acceptance~Sec. IV B!.

~b! The simulated spectra for nine of the above elem
tary processes~Sec. IV A!, including background andr0

production channels with the nominalmr05770 MeV/c2

mass, are combined. The 12 spectra of each process ar
justed with a common strength parameter within each of
four DEg bins before being added together. Subsequently
12 simulated spectra are fitted simultaneously to the co
sponding experimental ones, yielding the nine strength
rameters independently for eachDEg bin. From the latter
and the spectrometer acceptances, total cross section
extracted for each of the nine production processes, and c
pared with independently established ones. Adjustment
the starting values and fitting constraints are made in ite
tive steps until satisfactory agreement is reached.

~c! The procedure is repeated for these nine produc
channels, including the addition of two more processes~Sec.
IV A ! with a modified r0 mass mr0* in the range
500–725 MeV/c2, but common for both the3He and
breakupppn final states. Ther0 mass corresponding to th
best fit for eachDEg bin is quoted in this report as th

FIG. 7. Simulated events from different processes, taking i
account the spectrometer acceptance, have one of three chara
tic cosup1* profiles. The simulations shown are differential cro
sections normalized to unity atEg5920 MeV, and they display the
cosup1* dependence for three representative reactions:~a! g13He
→r0ppn→p1p2ppn with the nominalmr0 ~solid curve!, ~b! g
13He→p2D11pn→p1p2ppn ~dashed curve!, and ~c! g13He
→sppn→p1p2ppn ~dotted curve!.
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medium-modifiedmr0* mass~Sec. V A!.
~d! Exploratory fits are attempted, decoupling the3He and

breakupppn final states with respect tomr0* , as well as
modifying the widthGr0* ~Sec. V B!.

The principal aspects of this algorithm are elaborated
low.

A. Production channels

Several mechanisms are known to contribute top1p2

photoproduction. Recent experiments for photon energies
tween 450 and 800 MeV at MAMI, using the large
acceptance spectrometer DAPHNE and high-intensity tag
photon beams, and in the range 1–2.03 GeV with
SAPHIR detector at ELSA@36#, have provided accurate
measurements of the reactiongp→p1p2p @37–39#. These
have motivated several theoretical models, which concu
their interpretation of the data asp1p2 photoproduction
predominantly through thepD(1232)→p1p2N, and the
N* (1520)→pD→p1p2N channels @40–42#. In the
nuclear medium, the propagators of baryonic resonances
quire renormalization, and, in addition, many-body effe
caused by pion rescattering~FSI’s! are known to interfere
with the lowest-order reaction mechanism of two-pion ph
toproduction on the nucleon@43#. These medium modifica
tions affect both the strength and the peak position of
cross-section spectra for the various interfering chann
relative to the corresponding processes on a free nucl
Nonetheless, theD(1232) and N* (1520) resonances remai
the leading channels in photon-induced reactions in
nuclear medium, as has recently been verified by total p
toabsorption cross-section measurements on nuclei@44#. In
the latter, substantial contributions were also attributed to
nucleonic excitationsP11(1440) andS11(1535), primarily,
which largely overlap with theD13(1520) resonance in
medium-modified mass and width.

The double-D is another channel that has been verified
photoabsorption measurements on the deuteron@45,46#, a
process that has also been modeled theoretically@47#. The
photon is absorbed on two nuclei, excitingD(1232) reso-
nances in the reactiongNN→DD, which subsequently de
cay to producep1p2 pairs.

In addition, three-pionp1p2p0 production, associated
with 3He disintegration, is kinematically feasible in the e
ergy range probed by the present experiment. However,
limited out-of-plane detector acceptance coupled with app
priate missing-mass cuts minimize the contributions of t
mechanism. The experimental measurements available
sparse for this process in the energy regime of inte
@37,48,49#.

Other possible contributions to the backgroundp1p2

yield, which, however, were not found to improve the qual
of the fit and are presently not included in the simulatio
may come from nonresonant three-, four-, and five-bo
phase space, corresponding to the3He remaining intact, or
breaking up intodp andppn, respectively. These multibod
phase-space processes are governed solely by energy
momentum conservation, each with a constant transition
trix element@50#. They are, most likely, a superposition o

o
ris-
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all the other remaining possible production channels, wh
are too weak and too broad to be individually identified.

The contributions of the mechanisms discussed so
have been previously considered in MC simulations, in c
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nection with TAGXp1p2 photoproduction data@6,21,25#.
In Ref. @6# in particular, wherep1p2 photoproduction via
the r0 channel was first considered, the background p
cesses
e

of
r-
,

m

by
were included in simulations of non-r0 p1p2 contribu-
tions, as well as final state interactions following ther0 de-
cay @see process~ix! below#. The index ‘‘sp’’ signifies spec-
tator nucleons. The empirical values from Ref.@44# were
used for theD(1232) mass and width and for theN* (1520)
mass, but the fit improved with theN* (1520) width doubled
relative to Ref.@44#. This ad hocincrease effectively incor-
porates the nearby resonancesP11(1440) andS11(1535),
which largely overlap with theD13(1520), but cannot be
resolved within the sensitivity of the data. Alternate fits we
performed with the N* (1520) replaced by the Rope
N* (1440) and including five-body phase space. The t
methods yield comparable masses for ther0, but the former
is preferred as it results in a better fit.
o

Additional improvements in the fitting procedure, relativ
to the analyses of Refs.@6,21,25#, include the modification of
the MC generators to account for the angular momentum
all r0→p1p2 and intermediate-D-resonance channels. Fu
thermore, motivated by recentpp phase-shift analyses
which increasingly show evidence ofs-wave contributions
from thes meson, the quasifrees-decay channel

~vi! g13He→sppn→p1p2ppn

has been added, with thes mass and width parameters fro
Ref. @51#.

Last,r0→p1p2 photoproduction has been simulated
means of five distinct generators, namely,
te of
re-

-

where to channels~vii !–~ix! and ~x!,~xi! are ascribedr0 de-
cay outside and inside the nuclear medium, respectively,
latter probing the medium effect on ther0 mass. The
breakup channels have the reaction taking place on a si
nucleon, subject to its Fermi motion, with the remaining tw
nucleons as spectators. Final statepN interaction with one of
the two spectator nucleons is included in channel~ix!. Simu-
lations of FSI’s in the background~non-r0) processes were
not performed, as they bear no qualitative effect on th
processes other than to dilute the features of their distr
e

le

e
u-

tions, and, in any event, are not necessary for an estima
the background. A lengthier discussion of FSI effects is p
sented in Sec. V A.

B. Fitting procedure

In modelingp1p2 photoproduction on nuclei, the distri
butions of five kinematical observables~Sec. III B! were si-
multaneously fitted to the data in Refs.@6,21,25#. These are
~1! the dipion invariant massmp1p2, ~2! the laboratory pro-
duction angle of the dipion systemQ IM , ~3! the missing
3-10
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massmmiss, ~4! the missing momentumpmiss, and ~5! the
p12p2 laboratory opening angleqp1p2, to which one ad-
ditional kinematical observable has presently been ad
~Sec. III C!, namely, ~6! the p1 production angle in the
dipion rest frame cosup1* .

Moreover, in Ref.@21# it was determined that dividing th
data sample inDEg580 MeV bins provided the optima
compromise between the presumed constancy of the rea
matrix elements, implicit in the MC simulations which on
depend on the kinematics, and the requirement of suffic
statistics. TheDEg partitioning of the data is necessary
order to account for the varying energy dependence of
p1p2 cross sections from each of the individual producti
mechanisms. The 80 MeV binning inEg has been retained
resulting in four sectors of the data sample from 800 to 11
MeV, to be referred by their respective centralEg values
~840, 920, 1000, and 1080640 MeV).

The addition of the cosup1* distribution, though not no-
ticeably affecting the overall quality of the fit, nonethele
provides an additional physical constraint which aids the M
fitting algorithm to converge to a more realistic solution.
particular, this kinematical observable uniquely capture
characteristic feature of the contributing mechanisms, wh
may be classified into three types according to their resp
tive dependence on cosup1* ~Fig. 7!:

~a! The channel of interest, diffractiver0→p1p2, is
unique in producing twop-wave correlated pions. The spe
trometer response to this mechanism is consistent with
J51 dependence, and the deviation from the anticipa
cos2 up1* distribution towards;61 reflects the acceptanc
cut, stemming from the kinematical conditions, setup geo
etry, and the two-pion detection requirement@compare the
solid curve of Fig. 7 with Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!#.

~b! The background hadronic channels~i!–~iv! of Sec.
IV A produce two uncorrelated pions at two or more react
vertices. The angular correlations of these pions are avera
out over 4p sr in simulations, resulting in featureles
cosup1* spectra. The spectrometer geometry, however, s
presses the pion acceptance away from cosup1* 50 ~see, e.g.,
the dashed curve of Fig. 7 for the single-D production chan-
nel!. This is a consequence of the fact that channels~i!–~iv!
involve the decay of intermediate baryonic resonances,
companied by energetic nucleons, which are rejected in
analysis.

~c! Three-pion production and the quasielastics process,
~v! and ~vi! of Sec. IV A, are characterized by featurele
cosup1* acceptances, as no energetic nucleons are em
~dotted curve of Fig. 7!.

The combination of improvements relative to the analy
of Ref. @6#, namely, accounting for the angular momentum
the D and r0 channels, and imposing additional physic
constraints via the new kinematical observable cosup1* , re-
sulted in a more accurate treatment of the process-depen
spectrometer acceptances.

The data have been subjected to two additional cuts,
of which enhances ther0 relative to the background chan
nels, and the other facilitates the separation of the bound3He
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from the breakupppn final states. The former is ap1p2

opening-angle cut determined from MC simulations, name
70°<qp1p2<180°, eliminating two-pion events that coul
not have been produced back to back from ther0 decay@Fig.
8~a!#. This cut is most effective at the higher end of phot
energies covered by the experiment, where ther0 identifica-
tion becomes difficult by an increasingly deteriora
ing r0-to-background ratio with increasingEg . The latter
cut @Fig. 8~b!# separates events with missing mass
the proximity of the target massm3He

'2.8 GeV/c2

~i.e., 2700 MeV/c2,mmiss,2865 MeV/c2), from those as-
sociated with the breakup of the target nucleus toppn in the
final state (2865 MeV/c2,mmiss,3050 MeV/c2). The
combination of the two types of cuts is applied to three of
kinematical observables, resulting in six additional spec
besides the unselectedp1p2 distributions~1!–~6! enumer-
ated earlier. These are

~7! mp1p2

~8! pmiss

~9! cosup1*
J r0-enhanced low-missing-mass data,

~10! mp1p2

~11! pmiss

~12! cosup1*
J r0-enhanced high-missing-mass data.

While the contributingr0 photoproduction mechanism
may not be experimentally distinguishable~Sec. I!, the cuts
aim at partitioning the data in biased samples favoring p
cesses which are more prone to probing either the nuc
mean-field effect@i.e., coherent and exclusive quasifree ph
toproduction via the distributions~7!–~9!# or a possible
nucleonic effect@i.e., the breakup quasifree channel via t
spectra~10!–~12!#. The three kinematical observables whic
were subjected to the cuts, namely, the dipion invari
mass, missing momentum, and dipion-c.m.p1 production
angle, were selected empirically from the kinematical o

FIG. 8. The effects of the~a! p1-p2 opening-angle and~b!
missing-mass cuts, indicated as arrows in the figure, are shown
the respective simulated spectra of ther0 3He, r0ppn, and
p2D11pn channels~solid, dotted, and dashed lines, respectivel!.
The calculations are forEg5920 MeV and the integral of each
distribution is normalized to unity.
3-11
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servables~1!–~6! as more sensitive to ther0 mass, and there
fore more susceptible to possible medium effects.

With a range ofmr0* values spanning the region 500–72
MeV/c2, and each value kept common for the unselected
well as the 3He and ppn selected data, the 12 simulate
spectra were fitted simultaneously to the corresponding
perimental ones, by minimizing a standardx2 function with
the strengths of the 11 individual processes~i!–~xi! ~Sec.
IV A ! as the fit parameters. Each of the fourDEg
580 MeV bins was fitted independently from the oth
three. The optimalmr0* for each bin is that corresponding t
the minimum value of thex2 function ~Sec. V A!.

In summary, the MC fitting procedure satisfies the follo
ing requirements.

~a! The DEg580 MeV binning restricts the energy de
pendence of the participating processes to the narrowes
possible without loss of sufficient statistics.

~b! The six kinematical observables utilized in the fittin
are complementary and account for different physical
tributes of the data sample. This imposes far more string
constraints than an analysis based on only the invariant m
distribution, as in the case of the CERES data@7#.

~c! The extracted cross sections for the background re
tions in Sec. IV A are compared and/or constrained by p
lished or extrapolated cross sections from the literature.

~d! The simultaneous fitting of selected and unselec
data aims at isolating a strong signal from data samples m
responsive to possibler0 mass modifications, while also in
corporating in the fit the bulk ofp1p2 events produced in
processes less sensitive to such effects.

The outcome of this procedure is the medium-modifiedr0

meson mass.

V. RESULTS

A. Quality of fit and uncertainties

Beyond the statistical and other experimental uncerta
ties which are folded into the calibration and analysis of
measuredp1p2 yields, additional sources of uncertainty a
generated by the MC simulations and fitting algorithm.~i!
The MC event generators depend exclusively on kinemat
parameters, assuming a constant production matrix elem
for each 80 MeV photon energy bin. Thus, other aspect
the interaction are not explicitly included. As an examp
the channelg13He→(np)spDp is modeled asg13He
→(np)spD

11p2, normalized by an isospin scaling factor
account for the remaining hadronic charge states. This in
duces an uncertainty in the amplitude of this process,
type of which is also present in other background hadro
channels.~ii ! Independent total cross-section measureme
of the constituent reactions, serving to anchor their rela
strengths in the fullp1p2 production process, are spar
~e.g., the quasielastics channel!. The strength for some o
the individual channels was inferred from indirect sourc
~iii ! Additional quasifree channels and independent meas
ments to fix their strength are required in order to extr
precision cross sections for the background hadronic ch
nels from the data, processes which merit attention on t
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own behalf. This may become possible following the ana
sis of three charged-particle events from TAGX experimen
currently in progress.

Despite the caveats above, the medium-modifiedr0

masses extracted from the MC fitting procedure have
mained remarkably stable with respect to variations of
strength parameters of the constituent reactions, within e
of the fourDEg bins. This is all the more significant consid
ering that the data are fit simultaneously for 12 spectra of
kinematical observables. In conjunction with the directJ
51 fingerprint discussed earlier, the insensitivity of the
within physical constraints, adds confidence to the prem
that the medium-modifiedr0-meson masses extracted fro
the MC simulations reflect genuine features of the d
sample.

One of the concerns voiced over the use of ther0

→p1p2 channel, instead of ther0→e1e2 channel to in-
vestigater0 medium modifications, has been the effect
FSI’s. Suchp-nucleon andp-nucleus interactions can alte
the energy and momentum of the detected pion, and m
result in a lower invariant mass of the dipion system. Th
suchp-nucleus interactions are possible for the pion en
gies in this work:~a! p-N elastic scattering,~b! p-N inelas-
tic scattering, and~c! pion absorption on a pair of nucleon
Pion absorption and charge exchange will simply remove
pion from the final state, thus eliminating the event from t
analysis. Since the extraction of the finalmr0* does not de-
pend on the total cross section of the process, pion abs
tion does not alter the conclusions. Inelastic pion scatter
will produce at least another pion and missing mass cuts
eliminate such events from further analysis. The only p
interactions which may manifest themsleves in the fi
p1p2 event samples as FSI’s arep-N elastic scattering, as

FIG. 9. The dependence of thex2 function of the MC fits on the
variation of ther0 mass is shown for the fourDEg580 MeV bins.
The MC calculations are indicated as points, and fits to third-or
polynomials as curves. The fitting procedure yields the bestmr0* per
DEg bin, and estimates of the respective uncertainties.
3-12
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FIG. 10. The dipion invariant-mass@panels~a! and~d!#, p1-p2 laboratory opening-angle@panels~b! and~e!#, and missing-momentum
@panels~c! and ~f!# spectra are shown for the full~unselected! data atEg5840 MeV. The solid squares are the data, showing only
representative error bar for clarity. The remaining error bars are comparable and have been included in the fitting. The MC fits sh
full reaction~upper solid lines!, non-r0 background processes~dotted lines!, r0 contributions with unshifted mass~lower solid lines!, andr0

contributions withmr0* 5650 MeV/c2 ~dashed lines!. The latter are included only in the calculations represented by the top panels~a!, ~b!,
and~c!. The improvement from bottom to top reflects the effect of including ther0 medium modifications and is even more pronounced
the r0 selected data set, not shown.
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simulated in reaction~ix! of Sec. IV A.
The MC simulation of reaction~ix! includes the kinemat-

ics of the produced pion from ther0 decay on a randomly
selected nucleon from the Fermi distribution of a sing
nucleon in3He. Once all the possible incident and final fo
momenta are considered, the distributions for the invar
mass, missing momentum, and opening angle for this FSI
quite featureless. Thus, even though FSI’s remove ev
from the regions expected from an unperturbedr0 decay,
they do not alter the shape of these distributions. In fact,
signatures in the distributions bore many similarities to th
of the s-wave pp interaction simulated by reaction~vi! in
Sec. IV A, but the MC fitting chose thes-wave distribution
over that of the FSI’s on the basis of better overallx2.

Finally, the conclusions from the MC fitting procedu
and the minimal effect of FSI’s are further emphasized
the J51 signature shown in Fig. 6. Any FSI’s which wou
affect the scattered pion four-momentum enough as to re
in a lowermr0* , would also destroy thep-wave correlation in
the cos2 up* distribution, since scattering angle and mome
tum transfer are uniquely related. The fact that theJ51 sig-
nature is clearly displayed in the invariant mass region
500–600 MeV/c2, after implementation of just the simpl
opening angle cut, is further proof of information originatin
from the primaryr0 decay, free of FSI contamination.

Following the procedure discussed in Sec. IV, several M
fits have been performed withmr0* taking on values from a
mesh in the range 500–725 MeV/c2 ~Fig. 9!. The steepness
of the x2-vs-mr0* curve is indicative of the sensitivity of th
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data sample tor0 mass modifications, within each of the fou
DEg bins. Using this as a qualitative criterion, the fittings
the 840 and 920 MeV samples, and to a lesser extent of
1000 MeV sample, have converged to a ‘‘best’’mr0* ,
whereas the fit for the 1080 MeV bin is essentially insen
tive to variations ofmr0* ~Fig. 9!.

For each of the 840, 920, and 1000 MeV bins individ
ally, the MC fits~dark circles, triangles, and squares, resp
tively, in Fig. 9! yield the bestmr0* and an estimate of its
uncertainty. This is achieved as follows:~a! The uncertainty
sx2 is assumed common within each bin. This is justified
the fact that both the data set and the reaction matrix
ments used by the MC algorithm are common within ea
bin. ~b! A polynomial expansion of the MCx2 about
(mr0* -m0), with m0 in the proximity of the apparent mini
mum, is assumed to describe well the dependence of
former on the latter. Subsequently a newx82 minimization
yields the rank and the coefficients of the polynomial.
third-order polynomial gives the best result for the tw
lower-energy bins, and it is also assumed to provide the b
description of the parent population for the 1000 MeV da
sample. This procedure also leads to conservative estim
for sx2, in particular 0.019, 0.013, and 0.017 for the 84
920, and 1000 MeV bins, respectively.~c! The polynomial
coefficients andsx2 estimates are used to derive the optim
mr0* and an estimate of its uncertainty for each bin. These
~i! mr0* 5642640 MeV/c2, 800 MeV<Eg<880 MeV ,
~ii ! mr0* 5669632 MeV/c2, 880 MeV<Eg<960 MeV ,
3-13
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FIG. 11. The data and curves shown are as in Fig. 10, but for theEg5920 MeV bin, andmr0* 5675 MeV/c2. It is stressed that the fitting
was done independently for each of the fourDEg580 MeV/c2 bins, as discussed in the text.
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and ~iii ! mr0* 5682656 MeV/c2, 960 MeV<Eg

<1040 MeV.
The improvement in the medium-modified over the u

modifiedr0 mass fits is evidenced to varied degrees in all
fitted spectra. The order of the improvement is illustrated
the full ~unselected! data in the dipion invariant-mass
p1-p2 laboratory opening-angle, and missing-moment
distributions for the 840640 MeV and 920640 MeV bins,
which are most affected by modifications of ther0 mass
~Figs. 10 and 11!.

The dipion invariant-mass spectra are not the most se
tive to variations of ther0 mass, among the 12 distribution
of six kinematical observables that were employed in the
This is seen, for example, in comparing the improvem
between the unmodified- and modified-mass dip
invariant-mass with the opening-angle and missin
momentum spectra~Figs. 10 and 11!, where the latter two
observables are seen to display a greater sensitivity.
underlines the advantage of a fitting procedure that utili
multiple complementary kinematical observables as oppo
to only the invariant mass, thus capturing additional
tributes of the physical process, and resulting in a more
alistic analysis.

B. Discussion

The J51 angular momentum signal, discussed in S
III C ~Fig 6!, as well as the dipion invariant-mass spectru
from the fit @Fig. 10~a!#, would appear to indicate medium
modifiedr0 masses which are actuallylower than the values
quoted earlier@e.g., comparemr0* 5642640 MeV/c2 for the
840 MeV bin with the centroid suggested by the dash
curve of Fig. 10~a!#. This apparent discrepancy is mislea
ing, and has its origin in a trivial effective mass lowerin
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driven by phase space, most pronounced at lower pho
energies. This is due to the fact that, at low photon energ
only the lower wing of ther0 mass distribution is kinemati
cally accessible@see Fig. 12~a!#. The shape and the centroi
of the mass distribution for the resultingr0 mesons are pri-
marily dictated by the kinematics, and to a lesser extent
the spectrometer acceptance for the particularr0-producing

FIG. 12. The trivialr0 mass shift due to kinematic phase-spa
limitations is illustrated for the quasifreeg13He→r0ppn
→p1p2ppn process atEg5840 MeV, ~a! for the nominal and
~b! for a loweredr0 mass. The MC generator randomly selectsr0

masses from the Gaussian distributions~dashed curves!. A Lorent-
zianr0 mass distribution was also attempted, but was found to y
almost identical results, due to the dominance of kinematic pha
space effects in this subthreshold region. The solid curves are
resultingmr0 spectra whose integrals are normalized to unity, af
verification that the reaction is kinematically feasible with the s
lected mass and that the photoproduced pions are accepted b
spectrometer. The dotted curve in panel a! is the result of a simu-
lation of theN* (1520)→Nr0 decay, at the nominal mass of ther0.
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process. This effect is implicit in the MC-generatedr0 spec-
tra, and it is by no means sufficient to account for a m
lowering of the order explicitly observed in the experime
This is manifest, for example, in comparing the lower so
curve of Fig. 10~a! with the J51 fingerprint of ther0 in
Fig. 6. The locus of the former curve, consistent with t
mass distribution indicated by the histogram of Fig. 12~a!
for the nominalr0 mass, is far too high to be compatib
with Fig. 6, with a r0 signal peaking in the range o
500–600 MeV/c2. In contrast, the histogram of Fig. 12~b!
for a loweredr0 mass and the dashed curve in Fig. 10~a! are
consistent. Furthermore, even the formation of a ‘‘rhosob
via theN* (1520)N21 particle-hole state cannot result in a
apparent invariant mass consistent with the data, with
modifying the r0 mass. This is also shown in Fig. 12~a!,
where the invariant-mass distribution of a freer0 ~solid line!
is indistinguishable from that of a ‘‘rhosobar’’ with th
vacuum value of 770 MeV/c2 ~dotted line!.

Alternate fits were also attempted, to possibly discern
ditional features from the 840 and 920 MeV bin sampl
Decoupling the exclusive3He from the breakupppn final
states, with respect tomr0* , yielded identical masses for th
920 MeV bin and a somewhat smaller mass for the la
relative to the former channel for the 840 MeV bin. Th
resulting improvement in the quality of fit, however,
within the uncertainty estimate ofsx2.

The effect of a possible width modification in nucle
matter was also investigated. Simulations were perform
with Gr0* fixed to the predicted width at half nuclear dens
extracted for3He from Ref.@14#, which is 2.3 times as large
as the free widthGr0. These simulations resulted in a si
able improvement inx2 with this modified width for any
modifiedr0 mass, compared to the free mass and width c
In all cases, however, thex2 is consistently 5–10 % large
with Gr0* than with the vacuum value ofGr0 for a givenmr* .
This consistency indicates that there is no preference in
data for a large width modification for3He. Equally impor-
tant, however, is the finding that within the uncertainty
mr0* generated by such a largeGr0* , the preferredmr0* is no
different than the modified mass obtained when assuming
free width. This means that ax2 minimization on the same
data set yields effectively the same reduced-mass value
dependently of the assumedGr0* . In summary, these explor
atory fits verify the preference for a reducedr0 mass, but are
inconclusive, within the sensitivity of the data, as to wheth
a width modification is supportedin addition. This conclu-
sion is reinforced further by theJ51 signature as a function
of the dipion invariant mass~Fig. 6!, which points to a well-
localized signal, contrary to what one would expect if t
width Gr0* was dramatically increased.

The absence of a conclusiver0 mass-modification depen
dence from the 1000 and 1080 MeV bins, in contrast to
strong signal from the 840 and 920 MeV bins, is telling
well. Whereas the former are more prone to probing the
clusive channel, and therefore the nuclear mean-field
dium effect, the latter are deeper into the subthreshold
gion, dominated by the breakup channel, and probe dista
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shorter than the nucleonic radius. One possible exceptio
this general statement is the effect of a boundr0 decaying
within the nucleus, in which the3He nucleus breaks up into
a p1p2ppn final state. To illustrate the range of ther0

processes in different energy regions, we consider the m
decay lengthl 0 of the r0,

l 05bt05
p\

mr0Gr0c
,

b5
p

mr0gc
,

t05gt05g
\

Gr0

, ~8!

with the nominal massmr0 and widthGr0 for ther0 meson,
in the rest frame of either the interacting nucleon, or the3He
nucleus, for the breakup or bound final states, respectiv
~Fig. 13!.

At low photon energies@e.g.,Eg5840 MeV, Fig. 13~a!#
theppn channel dominatesr0 photoproduction. This is veri-
fied by the fact that the low-missing-mass selected data
resent less than 10% of the total unselected events, whe
the high-missing-mass selected data contribute the great
jority of the r0 events and their corresponding distributio
are generally consistent with the full~unselected! data. With
the r0 mesons produced on the nucleon, and a mean de
length of under 0.5 fm for a substantial portion of them, the
is a large overlap of the volume traversed before their de
and the nucleonic volume. To the extent that the medi
modifications of the vector-meson properties depend on
density of the surrounding nuclear matter, it is conceiva
that the induced medium effect is dominated by the la
densities encountered in the interior of the nucleon. C
versely, it is easy to see why such a dynamicalr0-nucleon

FIG. 13. The mean decay lengthl 0 distribution, of ther0

→p1p2 decay, is indicative of the distances probed for vect
meson modifications in this experiment. Thel 0 spectra are illus-
trated for ~a! Eg5840 MeV and~b! Eg51000 MeV. The histo-
grams are for MC-generated events accepted by the spectrome
the g13He→r0p(pn)sp→p1p2p(pn)sp ~solid curves! and g
13He→r0 3He→p1p2 3He ~dashed curves! reactions, with their
integrals normalized to unity. The mean decay length is for
former reaction in the rest frame of the participating proton~the two
remaining nucleons being spectators!, and for the latter in the res
frame of the3He nucleus.
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geometry will also enhance the probability of the formati
of a ‘‘rhosobar,’’ which is perhaps an alternate way of e
pressing the same nucleonic nature of ther0-nucleon inter-
action at lower photon energies.

At higher photon energies@e.g.,Eg51 GeV, Fig. 13~b!#
the mean decay length increases. Whereas nucleonic d
ties become increasingly inaccessible, a large overlap of
volume traversed by ther0, before its decay, with the3He
nucleus, may still induce a weaker nuclear medium effe
Moreover, the possibility of a medium-induced increase
the widthGr0 is in favor of shorter decay lengths@Eq. ~8!#,
and therefore further increases the likelihood of access
regions of large densities either in the nucleon or the nuc
core. The present results may therefore be suggestive
moderate medium effect in the realm of the nuclear m
field at near-threshold photon energies, probing norm
nuclear densities, turning to a drastic reduction of ther0

mass in the deep subthreshold region, where ther0 decay
may be induced in the proximity of the nucleon. These i
plications, however, need to be further investigated and v
fied by higher precision and large solid angle experime
@28#, where different signatures of various processes, suc
bound states@23#, tensor coupling@24#, and nucleonic effects
@27#, may be separated and identified.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the kinematics and final state of t
3He(g,p1p2)X reaction have been studied with the TAG
spectrometer and a tagged photon beam in the subthres
r0 photoproduction region. The bound3He and breakup
ppn components of ther0 channel have been investigate
aiming at the distinction between a nuclear and a poss
nucleonic medium effect on ther0 mass. Ther0 channel has
been aided by the inherent selectivity of the TAGX spe
trometer top1p2 events from ther0→p1p2 decay and by
the choice of3He as a target with minimal FSI effects with
out suppression of ther0 amplitude. In any case, the size
target appears to have little effect in the subthreshold reg
The J51 fingerprint of ther0 has been observed in th
dipion invariant-mass region 500–700 MeV/c2, pointing to
a substantial reduction beyond a trivial, phase-spa
governed, apparent lowering. This has been verified by
simulations, incorporating the exclusive and breakupr0

channels, the latter both with and without FSI’s, as well
background hadronic channels ands-wave correlations.

The extractedr0 medium-modified masses, 642640,
669632, and 682656 MeV/c2 for the 840, 920, and 1000
MeV data bins suggest a strong medium effect in the d
subthreshold region, requiring large densities that are inc
patible with a nucleus as light as3He, but that are more
consistent with the probing of the nucleonic volume. It
clear that the observed effect is not a simple kinematic s
nor an unmodified ‘‘rhosobar.’’ Whether it is a hadron de
sity effect, an additional element in ther0-nucleon coupling,
or ar0 bound state in3He, the fact remains that a substant
lowering of ther0 mass is required by the experimental r
sults.

The extent of this apparent mass modification, which
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independently supported by the assumption-free experim
tal J51 signature, is substantially beyond typical predictio
of most mean-field models. Whereas modest mass modi
tions that have been put forward by the latter models m
arguably be attributed to phenomenological~hadronic! me-
dium effects, which affect the spectral function andr0 width
in the nuclear medium but induce minimal modifications
the r0 mass itself~Sec. I!, this work points to a different,
unexplored as yet, mechanism at play. Though the sim
tions are inconclusive regarding the size of a possi
medium-induced modification of ther0 width, any such
modification up to the extreme case of doubling the vacu
width has practically no effect on the preferredr0 masses.
The lack of sensitivity of the data to a width modification,
conjunction with the range of ther0 mesons that appears t
be compatible with the nucleonic size in the deep subthre
old region, seems to suggest an effect which might be m
appropriately formulated in terms of quark degrees of fr
dom.

In the absence of a well-established theoretical fram
work, the discussion of a possible nucleonic effect in t
work has been kept in the more familiar, though perhaps
accurate, terms of a medium effect where the nucleonic m
distribution takes up the role of the nuclear medium. Clea
if such an effect is verified, quark degrees of freedom w
inevitably provide a more physical description in proces
with a range below 0.5 fm. The pattern of decreasing se
tivity with increasing photon energy, with the 1080 MeV b
showing no evidence of ar0 mass-modification signal, hint
at a moderate mean-field nuclear effect at near-threshold
ergies, which could be understood in terms of more cons
vative, hadronic-phenomenological models.

Further analysis, currently in progress, for photoprod
tion on both heavier and lighter targets (12C, 2H) and for
background contributions~e.g., the Dp channel! from
TAGX experiments, as well as future experiments plann
for TJNAF @28#, may more accurately isolate ther0

→p1p2 channel from the background processes, and s
light on the nature of the medium modifications on lig
vector-meson properties at the interface of hadronic
quark matter. The foremost limitations, which hampered
overall agreement of the fits with the observed distributio
in the analysis presented in this paper, are believed to b
inaccurate knowledge of the process-dependent accepta
inherent for the TAGX spectrometer, as well as a coa
tagged energy affecting the assumed constancy of the
evant matrix elements in the simulated reactions. On b
counts, future experiments guarantee an improvement.
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